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Integral estimate for an elliptic system of pcrrtial differential

operators with mixed' boundary operators

HYUN CHUN SHIN'

) 'l~ Intr<laction Let G be ,a b)unded dom'lin of class C'" in En. "V:e :d~note its

d08ill"e by G and its b)undary by iJG.Further, let n be ann-2 dimensio,nal

manif<>~ of classC'" -on aG which -divides aG into two, comp')nents i}CI)G and a(2~<;.

A p:.>int of G is denoted by X= (XI, ......, x,,) • .We set

D= (_1 _0_ -.!... _a_.)
i aXI' '; ox" '

D"=( ~ a:I-Y'......·;....(+ a~" r·
wher~ JL=(p.h ''',JL.,) is a m'llti-i~dex and IJLI =JL1+"'+JL" is the ord~~ of the diffc~en'

tiaI operator U. Consider in G, a system of differential operators

(1.1)
la, (x, D) 0 )

ot(x,D)=( ".
"\ 0 ON{X, D)

ak(x, D) =r:: (Xp.(k) (x)/Y". k=1, ..., N.
Ipl~2:X

(Xp.(k)(x) ~ing of class C"({;) together wjth systems of boundary operators
; ,

(1.2) !iif(i) (x, D) = (bj, k (i) (x, D»,

bJ, kW (x, D)=r:: {3p.(i,i,k) (x)J)I'-, v/i)~1.
II'I;!;U-·I

;=1,2: j=I, ..·.Nm; k=I, ..·,N.

We assume that all the {3"li,i,k) (x) are of class C"({;). And let

(1.3)

(1.4)

;=1. 2; j=l. "',Nm;

(

I al-'(x, J) )
,/' .....:: '. .ot (x, D).,.... , '."

. a'"N(x. D)

§jii>'(x •D) = (bi, k (i)I'(X, 'D»,

k= 1, .... N. denote the characteristic parts of the operators

(1.1) and (1.2) respectively. Th~,.ch.araderistic matrices of (1.1), (1.2) are denoted
by 0$'" (x, D, !iif(l). (x, ~) and !iif(2)' (x. ~).

Now. our aim is to give 111\' integral estimate for the system (1.1) and (1.2)
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under the following assumptions I-IV (c. f. Theorem, ~ ~)" Ap'pIi~t!on~. 9,f ~this

estimate to the existence theorems for the corresponding differential equations will
be discussed in the future." ,

(I) The system (1.1) is, eIlipti<;. i•.e. for all ,x in V. and for all non zero real

vector ~.

(1. 5) ot{(x. e-)~O. k=l• ....... N.

~.. In the following statements -r(xO)::: (1"l xD), ..:"., "CN(:tJ')) denotes' -a "real: non zero

:,L vector tangent to iJG at xO(on (}G) and v (XO) = (VI (XO) • ....... %IN(xO))a real non zero
vector normal to iJG at xo. (For simplicity. we often suppress XO and den.ote these
vectors simply by 1:. %J respectively).

(ll) The system (1.1) is properly elliptic. i. e. for every XO on iJ(j)G. ;=1. 2.

and every pair of vectors (r(xO), v(xO» , the polynomials" (in complex scalar 'T/).

(1.6)

have exactly m. roots 'T/k,s+ (xo. 't". v). s=I........ m, with positive imaginary parts.
Next, we set

(1.7)

(1.8)

..
(Jk+(TJ)=Il(q-Tjk,s+(xO.1:. %J», k==I, ....... N.

.=1

;:=1. 2; j=l.........Nm; k=l........·.N.

(IIl) For each .~ on i}wG, !!if(;) (x, D) complements ot(x. D), i. e. for, ev:ery XO

'On f)<f)G. ;=1,2, and for every pair of vectors (r(xO), v(XO», any relation of the
form

(1.9)

in which the Aj are coIl?-plex constants independentof Tj, imply that Aj=O, j=l. "', Nm.
. • ," . '.' • -"if

Next. let us write, '

(1.10)

;=1. 2;,j=I...·..••.Nm; .k=.l, ....••• N.

Further, let'

'(1.11)

q =1 ...... m' k=l ...... N.~
, ,., ••'. ' • ..-""1 ....
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(IV) For each X O on n and for each .vector ~(xO). there exist CNm)2polyno
mials in -r(XJ), namely

(1.12)

such that

(1.13)

e~ol('r)=r::e(j.l)(XO.·)))-rfJ• i, l=l.· .. ·..,Nm
I J1.1=1I,(1'+1I,("-1

for all complex vectors Q<k> =(Wo<k), •....•..·,~_l(k», k=l, ··.. ··· ..,N, for which

2m:r::: p.<fI,k)(})s_l(k> =0, k=l, ·.... ·,N; 0'=1, ..····,m,
.=1

. unless QCk) =0, k=l, ·....·,N.

We remark that each ejder) is homogeneous in 't' of order ))/1) +))/(2)-1. Two
boundary operators of type' (1.2) having the property (IV) are called "compatible
with respect to (I. 1) on ll".

, The complemen~ingcond~tion (Ill) is a special case of the ~ne introduced by
Agmon-DougIis-Nierenberg [3]. The compatibility condition (IV) is a generalization

of those of Schechter [8]. [10] •

2. Preliminary Results. In this section,
problem in a hemi-sphere. For convenience.
in section 1. We denote a point in En ~y

as the first step, we consider the
let us change some notations introduced.,

(x, y) =(xj, ......, Xn-I> y) or (~, 77) =(SI> ......, Sn-t. T/),

and correspondingly, we set

Dx=(~+,......, ~~). Dy= ~ #-ry.• flXI • UX..-l • fI

. For a multi-index p.= (p.I> •.... ·P..._I), s,.., DxfJ are defined as before.

Now, let

'sR={(X, y) [IXI 2 +y2;§;RS, y~o}.,

iJIl'R={(X, 0) 11xI 2;§;R2}.

iJ~R={ (x, y) !lxI2+y2=R3, y~O}.

yN(l'R) stands for the collection of an vector (N-) valued functions of class

C'" (l'R) which vanish near 02l'R. (Instead of yl (l'R) , we use Y (l'R).) For a

fqIletio.q If of cI~ Y (l'~). we defiIle
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(2;1) 1~1?=(lul•.E.)2=l:7rIDxI'D/UI2dxdY."
1.1+'=. i-. . .

If U=(uJ, ·.. ···.UN). V=(Vh ·.... ·.VN) are both of class .!TN(IR). we set

(2.2) U ·V=ttlVl+ .. •• .. •.. +UNVN, IUI 2 =U·U.

((U. V)) =((U, V~E.=JU.Vdxdy.
Ea

(2.3)

(2.5)

The difference between IU I and IU 10= IIU 110 should be carefully noted.
'. .

The basic relation between the norms(2.3) is the following well known lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a function of class .!TeIR). Then for an, arbitrary pair

of intpg~rs p and t. for which O~t<p, and for an arbitrary positive number ~.

·.there exists a positive number K(c) indepelzdelzt of u such that

e2.4) /lu /l1~c lIu /lp+ K (c) /lu /10'

Next. let u be a function of clas 'yeIR). Extending u as identically zero

outside I R. we put

U{~. 11) =f ~-;(rZ+7JY)u(x. y)dxdy. u(S)=fe~d ,xu(x. O)dx.
E. l.tl<oo

If U is of classYN(IR). we define, fj=(i1lo· ....·.U~). If u.v· are' of class

.:T(IR), and if p is Bon-negative and real. we define

<u. v>p=<u. v> •. alE.=fISI2Pi(~)v(~)dS,
1<1<=

<u> /.= «u>•.a,E.Y'= <1.1, u> P-

It is clear that (2.5) defines another norm(called boundary norm) on .!T(rR).

The following lemmas are proved in [7].

LEMMA 2.2. If u is of class .!T(IR), we have

(2.6)

LEMMA 2.3. If u is of class .!T{J:R) and p a non-negative integer, then

(2.7) <u> i>+! ~cllullp+lo
l 2 • .

whel;e c is a positive constant independent of u. "
UsiDg Schwarz' inequality, we immediately have the following:'. '.' . .,., .;

COROLLARY 2.3.1. It u, v are both of class !T(IR) c.nd p is a non-negatio::c
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integer, we nave

c being independent of ti,v.
Let us now consider the systems of differential operators

(2.9)

and

(2. ID)

ot(Dr , Dy) = ({h(Dr , Dy ) ". 0')
. \ - O· oN(Dr , D y)

oll(Dx,Dy)=EaJ.l, ,(lIl D:lD/, k=l;······.N,
Ipl+.=2lo

$?J(Dr, Dy) =::::.'Cbj. 11 (Dr. DJ»"
bj, 11 (Dr , D y) =r:;/3"" ,(j,lI)D:lD/. Vj"?;;.1,

IpJ+s=2m-Uj

j=l, "'<';,Nm; k=1, ·;......N.

where a.•, ,(k) and /3,., •(j,lI) are complex constants. For each~, we write tbe ch::.mc

teristic polynomials of these operators as follows: .

(2.11)

(2.12)

(

2.. I )) 2..
Oll(r;) =E\E!f!'..,(II)~J.I r;' =Ea,(II)(s)1j'.

2..

bj, 1I(1j) =I::: /3,(j,k) (S)1js-J,
,5=1

. j=1, ....... Nm; k~l, ......, N.

We further assume the following conditions:

1'. For every non zero real vector (S,1j). all(S.r;)~O, (k=l,······,N).

II'. For each non zero real vector S, the polynomial Oll(r;) =0 has exactly m roots

1j1l,,+(tJ ($=1, ....... m) with positivein:litginary parts (k=l, ....··.N).

Set

(2.13)
m

all+(r;) =U (Tj-Tjk, .+(S). k=1, N.
1=1

HI'. For each non zero real vector~, the relations

Nm

r:: ).,;bj,k(Tj)=O (mod (111:(''1», k=l.....··.N
;=1

with constant A.j imply A.j=O, j=l;-:;····~Nm. "
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Now we shall prove the following theorem which is also proven ,in [3] by

different methods.

THEOREM 2.1. If the operators-(2.9), (2.10) !love the properties 1', II'," HI',
then for all U of class yN(SR), there exists a positive constant c (independent of
U) such that

(2.14)

Proof of this theorem depends on Fourier transforms and homogeneity of

characteristic polypomials. For lat,er use, we J?1ake a few remarks on these.
If U=(ut. , UN) is of class yN(SR), we have

Hence if we set

(2.15)

'WJ'ia~~l ,
ak(Dx, DY)Uk=ak(~' 7l)Uk+ak, k=l, ·· ....,N,

" ,

where

(2. 16)

Let us next set

(2.17)
, , -

k=l, :·····,N; q=l, ······,m.

(2.18)

where

(2.19)

'I,

2,."--"-...- 2m-___
, r:;p/,U,kj.(~)D/-1Uk=rh (U,k) (~)ilk+ Bp.W,k) (~)D/-IUk

1=1 ~=~

=.fJRk (U) (~, T/)Uk+ r" (U),

k=I, ....", N; q =I, ...... , m,

2m _ .-1 .

'" (<1) =r:;ps (a ,k) (~) r::: 1(S-I-l\ ~ I'01_1 ("),
$=2 1=1

k=l. """,N;, (J=I, ....... m.

furthermore from Lemrqa (2. 2) it fc;>llqws tha~
.' .~\ .
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(2. 20) J:~.£ Ps (U,k) (~);;;-~ dTJ== -ni(.£' ps (l1,t) (s'}·k~1 sBs_I''!) )."

':j'l}trWel'~h'aH fti¥ht~-;: MitWe 'U~egatlHe\lfOiro~ihg;MmintiS;;'{e'i;' ~sre~ .:,,'}
;.\.~, '-~: • .,~.J- ~_"'l:. '.5Z' ;.:J ~t· ..,t r. ·.:;:'";.:'~.S:\.H) :3tL~-' "";:~~~~1l:- ... '. '~'. _ ... ~., ,:;::.. ,,_,:~, ~r_, ~

-;: <': ;~'; '~:~t-;t /11;,11) =:;,~k.(U)~,k~f!!2 ~~, .yjR,""!l;:;·..,····:t'ft(: q~.:~ ~,,:,,:,m.:.>;.:

as polynomials in TJ. Then we hCj.[\le" '\, i ;':,' .' E ~ , •. >: < ',' J " I"" \.

LEMMA 2.4. deg qk(tT) ~: 2m:-;-1 (ift '[l) ,4nd
( " 'P •• . ". ':'

(2. 21) f~' iI'tt/TJ. <:dTJ=-~i(E P~(:.~) (S) IsI" (}s-l (kll
-.. all '=1 /

t ..~!1 N'f~t~'" ~ .. ~ .Jr -'!"'. ",.;)

k=l, ..· ..·.N; Q=l........ m.

where thc" integral is tci'ken over'the reol' axis fir tize Cdti'cliJ fJHnt:'ip(}r'~alue:~nse.
" ,.

Next. let S be a fixed, real, non-zero vector.
,'. ':.,-." J.-' .:. ,1:,,;..; ~ <'I ., ,t'_'~'".;.'''-''' '~'.f.: -"IT,' '; .:,* ,

,lic Q(kl;;:;;(Cdo(k)..,·!....,(jh.._I~kJ), k:;:::l........·N, are comIJle~~v~OFSi.-we .have',._.J'N

.' '. -.- ... ~~ .: ..:_":. .. _; "'t' N,,':, "" .!:..~ '~~'d • '--',: _,""C 'It. .la f;: I I' l"iW- tOt
LEMMA 2.5. In order that r;Ajbj,k(TJ) == °(modak+(TJ)),k=l ...;.. ·.N,

)=1 • ',' ' ;~, -,' . ,,,",' :-;' :' ,." , . i

shall imply Aj=O, j=l, ......, Nm, it is necessary and sufficient that
, ....~' .... "'f,41 -~ , ~-..... ~ _. r~ Ft1 .

t,

"

k=l, ....... N.

If h(s. TJ) is a"junction '"which is kom";geneous ~forr1er 't in ~..ft),

• •. ',to 1.... -..
2,.

B ps (IT,k) (S)WS_I<kl =0, k=l, ·....·.N; u'=l.......m.
3=1,.',ft ,

imPlY Qck
) =0,

LEMMA 2.6.
then

is homogeneous of order t+ 1 in ~ whenever the integral in the right side exists.
;'The abOve 'thr~ lemmas ~wiIIbe-' proved' iri the 'Appendix.

Let D=(OJlo ..·..·,OJp), A=(A.lo •.... ·.Aq). be two variable vectors. Then we have
the 'f~Iloirm~'I~niriI~ whith 'is' df trivi~l .ti~tirre.: ' . '3(1' ;; "'- -•.• : < -;." -~:'laW

, . -'.. f : ;';:.. f:. - ~. \ ~ I "'11;, > ~~ • _ • "'~;~

LEMMA 2. 7. Let k(O. A). g(O, A) be continuous junctz'ons of Q, A which are

both h~inogeizeous""'()ltJrder'~ Mth rfff!/1ett to.D•. and'oj JJ:.der t with respect to A

If k(O. A)~o for Q¥P, A~O,. then there exists,a positive number c such that

19(0, A) I~clh(Q, A) I
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fof ~N ii.:·ond!A.

In the to:~lo~iJ;lg coml?-,~tatio~..w~s~ll.Qfdinarily.omit writi:t;t,g the ,arguments

~, 17 of ch:l.racteristic p::>l.ynomia.ls. The operators will be de:"loted with D", DJ'
••1 , ._ .. I.. .

PROOF of THEOREM 2. f. Let U be of class §"N'(£R) and, for any multi-index

f.t and positive integer s such that If.t I+s=2m; ·let'

(2.22)

Our aim is to show that

(
D.lV/ 0')f1 (D", Dy ) = ",

D DiD!.

,/ >.-'-

with S::l:ne positive constant Co ,which is indepe:ldent of U. Th~ desired result

would be obtained' if we- siimmett up (2. 289 OYer- aU possible choices of r; qD;:, Dy )

for wh,ich 1ft! +s=2m .and i!1tegr~,te again ~vith re3pe:t to ~. In fact, invoking
" ,

Parceval's relation. we obtain

_ NPI N

I/ot(Dx, DJ)UII:+fi < E bj. kCDx, Dy)Uk > uri ~clUI ;111.

He..,ce applying..teinm~ 2.1,' we would have (2.14). To prove (2.23), we first

consider the following. Let

be.a function of ~ to be .chosen l~ter. Then ~e have,\ .' , ': / '. " ,. ~ '. '. .

IotCDx• Dy)U !2=,£lakuk+a)\2

~ I "

where we made use of the rela~iQp: (2.18~~ N~ing :tlwt i9.,- ep.cp fix~' S, 1j(ri)ar

,~~~ril(q) is t~e eJ:Cprcssio4 den,oted by .9~ (ri) iq L.e~ll:).a 2. 4~ }Y~ have
.- - \. .,. "-

f ~ (St,to{ri)ak -.tZ'.tJl'k«(1)}d'l7=-Jri(Ei Ps«(7~k)(fHEVfJs_l(k»),

k=l, ..· ..·.N; tr'=l, m.

Hence. using (2. 20). we obtain
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fl a(D~, [),)U jlldr;=.cfrItl;tUk+ar,- ! i;; Au (kl.5i'k (U) 1
2dll

"'=1 I ..J U/; "=1

+4Re(-rrOi:: Au(k; (£:. Ps (O',kJ (~) I~I sOs_l (kl)_J'j-!- i:; 1/1,~~~((7) j2d:Tj1J11=1 .5=1 - 61 r1=1

Now let cs pick

t being a positive constant to be chosen later. We then have

(2.24)

where we have set

k=l, ....... N,

Now for ~h /t, the~ hv;) terms in (2. :::4) a,re quadratic in A(k);' Furlher

more, from Lemma 2.6 it follows that each cOefficient of it,(kl ~(k) iscontiuoolJ!S

and h:>;:nogeneous of order -1 in g. Hence, by Lemma 2.7, we find a positive

constant E such that

j ·I--J-.E:&k (U) A(7(k) j2dll~-4 -i::JA>112 k=l, ......,';.
I ak 0=' El ~ I 0=1 '

Inserting this value of E in (2.24), we have

'.......

(2.25)

'lte have

This is th~' firstttw.;J of our estimate. Next let us consider the sum of the

first two terms of (2. 23).Since'

" bj; k{l)...,1J,)Uk =='r;,{J;J, s(i.k)PIi/f4 == BfJs ;;;k) (E') I~ IsOS_l (k)
1,,:I+.o=2'.,.-IJj $=1

'.:l \ '. - 1 . 1 .' -"', (. ~ : : ",; ~

(2.26)

, '
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The last two terms in the~r.jght.'side of (2~2&) are quadratic in! ,9c~i'. .each

coefficient of ()sCh>Ot Ch>is continuous and homogeneous of order 4m+l in~. Hence

we can express !t ~ the form';' "

(2.2:7) '. It, ,,..-

, '(2.28)

where each H 5ft c!) (~) is continuous and homogen~us Of order 4#z+l in ~. Further

more, froril condition Ill' and Lemma 2.5, it foIlow.s that
; " (. ~. t;') .~ ... l'· tt', -.::. - . '

N 2m-lr:: r:: Hs.;<k)()s(k)~»O
ka=l S,/:;:::O " .

unless 8(k) =0, k=1, ......,/V. Ind~<t, if (2.28) were zero, each summand in the last

two terms of (2.26) would v~~ish~ HoweVer, 'the relations Au (k) =0, k =:: 1, , N;
2/tl -, ;.n ',. -.; (

O'=l,· ....·,m,are equivalent to r::P5(U,k)(~)OJS_1(k)=0,k=I, ....•• ..·,N; 0'=1, ...... ,m
s=1

where we replaced I~I S()s-l (k) by Ws-l (k) •

. •-, On :the other'i hand. ther,¥anishing, of
N 2m . ~

Y:' r-> (.I, (j k) ('/:)"., '\k)"-O 'J' .ll'I'" "'N'm" ..-" ~ fJs ' 'i UJs-l -, -, ••••••, •
£=1 s=o

, '" • " ......l~'· :,:

: <l .'.

• I ,~ '~:.'. ~ ,

Hence from Lemma 2.5 we have 8(k)=0, k=I, ......,N.

Finally, we proceed. to complete the proof. Let Co be a ,positive

choosen -later. Then ,~'" _ . , ' ': "'j",,

constant to be

(2.29)

'.,.r... ..,

fIOtCDx, Dy)U 12+EI~I~/:i'j E~'kCD::D~);k T-cJ'J9ICDx,Dy)UTd71
..... . :;~ " _ ..) ~ .f,,-;1=~'~f:'" .',:;.:: . '; ." ~ : .~:

~tIt akf1/+m~ rd71+k~Et ~=~:)~sC~~(:~c~irJ1Qkuk;~~rd71".
. ,,:it ~:~ ~ ;,' ~~i- .~l '1',1 1>'4-'·' · ..... t'l;~~..:i .r.:, " ,-11, -~.. ,".f •

where in the last term, we set or:., t .' ~ t . "

• Ok=gl't.~I/.tIJS,~21!')' H:::=~;t1r:)£I.~fJt-\1.(k),., k=1........ N.
. . -~ ... ' , .. '

Setting ftt = Iak 12-co IUk 12
, k= 1, ......, N we rewrite the right side of (2. 2~) C\S

" ~

follows:

(2.30) 1:3 r/H:'I'(k;'~jl8t(k) +1':5f{C1;kI2~;o\rg~r:)"I'~:r~+ Imkl 2

.6:=1 J.t=fj • R=l \.;. . ..

-Co Igk 12+'ike«(l~m;'<-cogRi:)u~}d71'=1::E'Hs•t (h) ()s (k)8t<k)
. . ' k=l 801=0

+tEf{f~ I~+'; A'(~hmk:...cO~gk)!2~ ;: !akgk-Uhmk nd71
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Now, using lemma 2.6, we can express the lagt term of the right side of

(2.30) in the fornl

(2.31)

where each L,.r lk
) is continuous and homogeneous of order 4m+l in ~. However.

.". 211'1-1 _

since r:: r:: H,0/ (kl(), ,k) has the same property and is positive definite. there exists
.t-"" 1 $,(=0

a positive number 102 such that

(2.32)
N 2,,- 1r:: r:: Hs, /}s ,k'7J, ,k) 2:

k=l .<.t~ J

N 2m-t2car:: r:: L.o/ (k) (), (k: tI, (k),
,(=15,I=-J

if 0~CO~C2' Therefore. if we take Co SJ that O<co<min(Cl. C2) in (2.29), from

(2.29), (2.30) and (2.32), it follows that

Thus the proof is complete.

3. Integral estimates. In this section, we consider the system (2.9), together

with a mixed boundary system.

Let II be an n-2 dimensional manifold on OlSR which passes through the origil:

and divides OlSR into two components Ol(llSR and OJ(2)2,'R.

By J.\'(SR, ll), we denote the functions of class yN(SR) which vanish near

n. Now for a function u of class Y(SR,ll), we put

:.., '.

i=l, 2.

If u, v are both of class ..'T (SR, D), we define

<u, v> pill = <u, v> P. a,('iLR=JI ~ 12P;;(i)v(iJd~,
111<00
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Next, let us make t~e following o~rvation.

If h(~) is a polynomial in ~, and if u, 1J are functions of class ..!T(J:e, II). we

have

fh(~)U(I)_(~)v(2)d~=J(h(Dx)u (1: (x) )V(2) (x)dx=O
IEI lil <= . .

and a similar relation satisfied by VCI) and 12(2).
Consequently,

!hCi)u(s)v(S)dr=jh(S) {fum(s)v Cll (s) +12(2) (S) l) (2) (s) }ds.
IEI<= 1E1<'"

If; in pactkular, k(s) is a homogeneous polynomial of order t+s in S, we
have

ifh(S)u(sJV(S)d~r:52fl h(s) I'~'i 21 Cl) (s) 12ds~ h(~) 1·~tWI> (s) 12ds

+2fl h(s) I'~'I 21(2) (s) 12dSPh(s) 1·~tlv(2)(s) 12dS.

2s 2t

Since Ih(s) 1;+1, Ih(s) 11+1 are homogeneous of order 2$ and Zt respectively.

there exists apositive constant c such that

Therefore, we have

Ifh(s)u(s)l)(~)ds I:5c{<U>.'Cll <V>tC1l + <u>.~) <v>,t(~)}- .

Using the trivial inequality It<bl§ElaI2++lbI2, we finally obtain

(3.1) 11h(s)u(s)1j(~)d~ I=2c{€«u> s(2»2+e«V>tCll )2++C<V>t(2»2}
1 ," . I

+--:-( <V>t(2»2•.e. ':.. ,. ,;!;' I . ~": ,I; .'

where e is an arbitrary positive constant, and c is independent of u, v. We also
remark that if.p is a non negative integer, the~:,.

f3.2) <U>Hi (Il ~cll ulll--t,t->

I <us.~v>'+i\~i) IS;efl"lIp+IHvllp~, i.~l, :2, .",

c being independent pf fe, v. .'
, .'

Now let ot(Dx, D y) be the operator (2.9). Let further
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(3.3) glil (Dx, Py) = ((bj • k li) (Dx, DJ),
bj,k 1;1 CD;:, Dy)=L; /3v. ,Ii,j.k l Dx" D/. v/;I ~ 1.

1,uI+s=2m-u
J

(l)

i=l, 2; j=I.· .... ·,Nm; k=l,· .. ·..,N.

the 13",/i.j,kl being complex constants. As before we shall express the characteristic

polynomials in the form:

(3.4)

In additiOil to the cOilditions I'. W, we further assume the following condition

which corresponds to IV of section l.

IV'. There exist (Nmr polynomials

ejo/(O, j,I=I,·· ..... Nm,

which are homogeneous of order Vj(1)+v/ 12)-I in ~ such that, if ~ is a non-zero

real vector, then

(3.5) R~.f:: ej'I(~)(Bf; !3s ll ,j,kl (OW'_l Ik l)('£ .fi /3,12. I ,kl(OWS _l Ikl»O

for all complex vectors Qlkl=(wJlkl,· .... ·,W2m_llk,). 1<=l, ...... ,N, which satisfy

,.,
(3.6) L; p,r",kl(~)WS_l=O. a=I, ...... ,m; 1<=1. · ....·,N.

5=-_1

unless Q:kl=O, k=1, ...... ,N.

We re::all th'lt p,c",kl(O are the coefficients of J?k("IC~,77)[c. f. (2.17)]. We shall

prove the following:

THE:O~EY1. 3. If the opzrators (2.9), (3.3) satisfy the cOnditions 1', W, IV',

then for all U of class yN(I:R, ll), there exists a positive constant c (independent

of U) such that

(3.7) IIUil2m2 ~ c{ilotCDx. Dy) U115+ f:i( <E;bj • klli (Dx. D_JUk> ~~(I1-~Y

I'm ( N ,

+E <f;i b,.k (2
) (D x• D,)Uk> ~~;'I-i+WI16J

PROOF. We shall show th'lt for all U of class .;TN(ER , ll). the following in

equality holds.

(3.8) Ila(Dx, Dy)Ui 2dT1+Re~E ej.l(~)Etbj'k 111 CD;:, Dy) Ukf;;,ii.'k(21 CDx, Dy)u"

-co {I {j(Dx, D y)UI 2dTj ~ °.'
0, Co bejng positive constants to be choosen later and rfCD,(, Dy ) being defjned by
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(2.22). If we integrate (3.8) with respect to S, using Parceval's relation and

(3. 1), we have

Taking c sufficiently small and applying (3. 2) and Lemma 2. 1, we obtain the

desired result.

Now let us set

Then from (2.25). it follows that

Since J is a quadratic form in 8(111, k=l, ·.. ·.·,N, and each coefficient of ()s(II)(J;<k)

is continuous and homogeneous of order 4m+ 1 in S. the sum of the last two terms

in the right side of (3.9) is expressed in the form

(3.10)

where each Ks,/k) is continuous and homogeneous of order 4m+ 1 in ~. Consequ

ently, ··w~· have

f
-.. N", N A N A-

tOt(Dx• Dy) U 12dT/+RQOti~}jol(s)E OJ. k (Jl (Dx• Dy) Uk~lbt. k (2) (Dx• Dy)Uk

-cojio/(Dx• Dy)U I2dT/
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which correspond to the inequality (2.29). Hence, if we show that(3. 10) is positive

definite. (3. 8) follows in exactly the same fashion as the last part of the proof

for Theorem 2. 1.

Now if ~,=o. 6) lk l ,=O. k=i.·· .... ·,N, the sign of the range of (3.10) is deter
mined by the sign on '3", the set of points (~. 6)(11, ....... 6)1.\'1) in 4mN+n-l

'iimensional Euclidean space (~ being real, e lkl being complex vectors) for which

1~12= [e l \) 12+...... + 16) 'N1 12=1.

Let 'if' be the subset of '3" on which

N '"L: L: [).~ Ikl [2 =0
k=ll1=1

1. e.

2"

EpsW,k'(q)U)S_llkl=O, k=l,· .... ·,N; a=l, ...... ,m,
10=1

where we replace 1~lseS_l,kl by WS_l 1kl •

Since J>°on ';J' by condition IV', there exists an open set p containing fr' on
N '"

which J> o. On the other hand, on the compact set '3" - p, L.: L! A.~ (k; 12>O. Hence
k=l (7=1

we find a positive constant 0 such that

1 N '"
-:::-~,....L:L: IA~(kl 1220J
2,,\~1 >=10=1 -

on (j -p. Inserting this value of 0 in (3.8), we have

on (j -p. Thus (3.10) is strictly positive and therefore the proof is complete.
Now. we are in a position to deal with the original problem (1. 1), (1. 2).

Using standard methods of partition of the domain (; into appropriate subdo

mains and with the suitable modifications of the norms concerned. it follows from

Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 that:

THEOREM 3.2. If the operators (1.1) and (1. 2) satisfy the co;zditions I, Il,

I I I, IV of section 1. there exists a Positive constant c (independent of U) 8uch

that

(3.11)

for all U of class "S(C , U), where C;N(G, ll) denotes the class of vector
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(N-) valued functions of class C" which vanish near n.

4. Appendix. Here we shall prove Lemma 2. 4, 2. 5 and 2. 6. For this purpose.
we prepare the fonowing:

LEMMA. Let ot(rj) be (J polynomial (in a complex variable r,) of order t with
leading coefficient a and having no rlal roots. Let further q(T/) be a polynomial
of order t-I which has all roots of 01(71) (and with the same multiplicities)
which lie above the real axis. If /3 is the leading coefficient of q(T/), we htive

Jp Q(T/) dTj=-TT:i'£"
-P ot(Tj) a

where the integral is taken over the real axis in the Caucky principal value sense.
PROOF. With R>O, let XR, OXR, OlI:R, ozI:R' ce as in Section 2. By assump

tion, we have

On the other hand,

Letting R--">OCJ. we have the desired result.
PROOF of LEMMA 2.4. Since the proof of Lemma 2. 4 is the same for each k,

we shall suppress the index k. Now for each fixed~, we have, from (2.11),

(2. 16), (2. 17) and (2.19),

2m

otC'l) =2:: a/fll,
1=:)

... t

a (Tj) =E 0(, E Ti'-1WH,
t=1 1=1

where we have set I~118i_l=Wl-l.

Thus we have
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(

2" t ) I 2.. ,-1 )
+PI,qj EaIETjI-IWI-' -aO\~psW)~lTjS-I-lwl_1•

Since the orders (with respect to Tj) of the last two terms in the right side

are ~2m-1, we consider the first term.

If l>s-1.

t ,-1 t
TjS-IL: r;1-lwI_l-r{ETjs-HWI_1 =E TjI+S-I-IW1_1'

1=1 1=1 l=s

Hence each summand in the first term corresponding to I>s-l is of order

i-I, (~2m-l).

Similary. the summands corresponding to s-l>1 are of orders ~ 2m-2. Thus the

first part of the Lemma is proved.
It is also clear from the above computation that the term involving Tj2m-1 are

obtained only when 1=2m, /=s. Hence if we collect all terms of order 2m-1, we

have

Now, OI(Tj). q(r;) have all the properties required in the preceding lemma.
Therefore. the conclusion follows at once if we compare the coefficients of the
leading terms.

PROOF of LEMMA 2.5. As before, we put

ak+(r;)=ak+(~, r;),

2..

bj,k(Tj) =bj,k(~, TJ) = E fis'j,k)TJ'-l •
.5=1

2..

&;<a) (77) =&(a/(~, r;) =E (h,q,k)TJr-l,
r=l

k=l• ....... N; j=l • ....... Nm; 0'=1• ....... m.

Noting that rk(J)(r;) = 1~lm-lak+(r;) and that ~ is fixed throughtout the discu

ssion. we see the equivalence of the following three statements.

N..

(1) El..jbj.k(Tj)=O (mod ak+(Tj», k=l, ....... N.
j=l

(with complex constant A.) imply A.j=O, j=l • ....... Nm.

(2)

(with complex constant I..j) imply Aj=O, j= 1 2Nm.

(3)

k=l, .. ·.. ·.N; s=1, ....... 2m,
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(with complex constant Aj) imply Aj=O. j=I• •••...• 2Nm.

In order to see that the first statement implies the second. let us assume (2).
Then (l) follows immediately. Consequently by tJ;l~. fir!>t statement. we have
Aj=O. j=I. ······.Nm. and

(N+k) ..

E Aj.9Rk (j-CN+k-llml (T/) =0. k= I•....... N.
;=(N+k-l).,+l

Since. for each k(k=l.······.N). the polynomials .!JlkC!Tl(T/), u=I,······.m. are linearly
independent, we have Aj=O, j=Nm+l.....··.2Nm.

Conversely assume (1) holds. Then. noting that the orders of bj.,,(T();fi2m-I.
we obtain (2) with suitable constants Ab j:;:;:Nm+ I, 2Nm. This shows that the
second statement implies the first. T~ equivalence of the second and the third
statements is obvious. Furthermore, if we compare the coefficient matrices 'of (3)
and (4) below, we see the equivalence of the third statement and the next one
which is the conclusion of Lemma 2.5.

(4)
N lIm

E E /3s Cj./) (j)s-l ClI) =0. j=l• ......• Nm.
1=1 s==l

2m

E p.(I1.k)((JS_IClIl =0, u=l...·.. ·.m; k=l, ······,N.
'=1

(with complex constant Aj) imply QClIl =0. k= 1 , N.

Indeed the coefficient matrix of (3) is '

fll n.ll······Pl cm,ll

Pamn,ll "'p2m cm.ll 0

/3.1 n.ll ... "'/3~(N",.l)

/3am n.ll "'/3;m(Nm,I)

I!I Cl.21 ......,s! CN... 21

/32m Cl.21 "'{Jam(Nm,21

/31 n,N) .../31(Nm,N1

/3am Cl.NI "'{Jam(Nm,N1

o

"
"

.....~, n.N' ......~. ~.N' J.

Pam C1 •Nl ,,·Psm cm•N )

and that of (4) is its transpose.
PROOF of LEMMA 2. 6. Taking a scalar z, let us consider

If we set T/=zr;" we have

t'7(Z~)=zi~h(z~, zr;,)dr;, =zl+li~~ h(~, Odr;,

=zl+l~(n

Thus the Lemma is proved.
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